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ALEX 'l'E:l'l'El-1-LAR'J'EY 

Hello, this is Alex 't'etteh-Lartey with 'Arts and Africa' • This week we' re going: to 
take a look at the literary scene in Sierra Leone, starting with sane good ne,.,;s rthat 
one of the country's veteran writers is about to have a new novel pll91ished after a gap 
of many years. And then going on to the not so good news, and why it :i,.s that in canparison 
to Nigeria, Ghana and so on, so little in the way of literary achievenent canes out of 
Sierra Le.one these days. It hasn't always been that way. A .. qeneration of writers such 
as Serif F.asman and Welesley-COle pioneered the way in the 196o'' s producinq sare vibrant 
and oriqinal works of fiction. One of these writers was William Conton, whose first 
novel "'l'he African" enjoyed considerable success. Born in the Gambia and schCX>led in 
the Republic of Guinea, Dr. Conton has been involved in education, broadcasting: and the 
theatre. His new novel, called "The Flights" is c'lue to be published by Heinernanns 
Nigeria later this year, as part of a new series of popular West African fiction titled 
"Frontliners" . In F'reetCMn, Lansanah Kai-Whonneh spoke to William Conton and asked hirn 
hCM different this novel was fran "The African". 

WIT.LIAM CONIDN 

It's very diff P.rent. "The African" was a biography. "The Flights" is a carrrentary on 
the futility of escaoism: in fact it has this title partly because rrost of the action is 
set in an aeroplane and partly because its hero is sanebcxlv who r.uns away fran problems -
tirst in his village in West Africa, then he runs away fran problems in his nation and 
finally he runs away fran Africa altoget.her and <;roes to Europe. '!'.'here he finds that the 
problems are worse, leading to a dramatic climax. But whereas in the case of "The African 
I tried simply to paint a J,X>rtrait of an individual, int.his novel there is a rressa~e 
that if you find problems you should stay and solve them and not try to run away. 

LANSANAH KAI-WHONNEH 

Writinq in Sierra Leone is not a prolific affair as in Ghana and Nigeria. Potential 
writers in Sierra Leone very often canplain about diffuculties. As an old hand in the 
da,,ain of writing, what do you think these problems are in your opinion? 

WIIJ..IAM CONI'CN 

There are a lot of problems in Africa which are not faced by writers in Europe or in 
North America. First of all, there's the problem of the multiplicity of languages 
which rreans that straight away the writer has to make a choice as to the language in 
which he is going to express himself. Then there is the problem of the scarcity of 
pt.t>lishing houses. unce he has decided on his language and he has canpleted his ....-ork, 
it's much rrore difficult for him to find close to him a publisher than it is for an 
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author in Europe or in America. Usually he has to send his "WOrk overseas and there it 
canpetes of course with the "WOrk of people fran the countrv in which the publisher is, 
and cxxnpetes at a disadvantaqe. Once he manaqes to get sanebody to publish his work 
he faces a third problem, and t.hat is a shortage of bookshops. It's not easy for him 
to find outlets all over his country for his work and this of course affects sales 
becaase you'd expect tbe citiz,=ms of his own country to be more interested in him, 
expecially when he's a new writer., than the citizens of other countries. And yet, even 
those who have this interest r:ray not know about the work because there are no bookshops 
near to then. There are other problems also - the paucity of libraries, the difficulty 
in getting people to type his work, to translate his work and to prarote his work. 
Pinally if he overcares all these problems, there is very often the difficulty of 
converting !us royal ties, if they are published in another country like, say, Ghana or 
Nigeria, into his own national currency or into sane other convertible currency. We 
are trying to solve sarie of these problems in Sierra Leone through the Sierra Leone 
Association of Writers and Illustrators. The Association, which is running workshops 
for writers, is trying to prarote wider circulation of books and maqazines, a wider 
establishment of bookshops and librairies and generally to help the budding as well as 
the established writer with the problems that I have mentioned. 

LANSANAH KAI-WHONNEH 

Then on that note, do you have any word of advice particularly for Sierra I..eonean writers 
who'd like to undertake this venture so that the country can be prolific in wri~ing just 
like Nigeria or like any other country in Africa. 

WILLIAM O)Nl'CN 

Yes , first of all be a good mixer. Mix with people. Secondly be a good traveller. 
Travel within your own country, within your own sub-region, West Africa, within your own 
continent and if you can afford it, outside. Because it is through mixing with people, 
through ~ting people and through visiting new places that you will get ideas for your 
characters and your plots. My next advice would be ~oin SLAWI because you will get. quite 
a lot of technical help fran that Association. And finally, write what you see as the 
truth, the truth - and I'm not talking about research 'NC>rk - I'm talking about the images 
the plots that you consider real. Don ' t let anybody chanqe your v,10rk. Do it as you see 
fit yourself. 

lANSANAH KAI-WHONNEH 

Finally, Dr. Cont.on, what is the future of writing in Sierra Leone? 

WILLJ.AM CONI'ON 

I thin1< the problems I've mentioned are going to be with us for a long time because the 
shortage of foreign exchange for one is not visibly getting better and it's at the root 
of a lot of our problems - shortages of bookshops, libraries, newsprint and publishing 
houses - but gradually working together through an Association like SLAWI we'll be able 
to reduce the impact of these shortcanings on the work of writers. 

ALEX 'l'El'l'EH- IARTEY 

The Sierra I..eonean novelist William Cont.on. So why is there such a dearth of new vJOrk 
caning out of Sierra Leone? What has happened over the last ten years, for exarrple, that 
has caused the flow of talent to dry up? Well, I'm pleased to have here in the studio, 
a young Sierra I..eonean writer, Kwame 'Kumale ' Fitzjohn, who I hope will shed sane light 
on these questions. Kwame, why is it that we hear so little about the literary scene in 
Sierra Leone these days? 
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KWAME FITZJOHN 

Well, as Mr. Conton spelt out earlier on, one of the problems is publishing. We have 
had a lot of writers even earlier than the time of people like Conton,Wellesley-Cole and 
Abioseh Nicol who belong to the middle school of writers in Sierra Leone. We can go back 
to the era of the Casely-Hayfords. Right now, in fact, we have many different and varied 
problems and what I could say is that this issue of censorship, for instance, on plays in 
Sierra Leone is a very thorny problem in the country right now because it has inhibited 
the creativity of the playwrights . There is no sp::mtaneity in their works any more. 
There is also censorship of journalism in the country. So perhaps the next thing they 
will want to do, if they want to continue is to censor the dance and the fashion. 
M:lre or less, it will amount to a suffocation of the art in the country itself. However, 
there has sprung up a new breed of writers like Dcmi.nic Ofori whan you may know won an 
Arts and Africa award a few years aqQ. andNiieba (phon. lwhoalso:-st:11cliec'l.at: Fou:rnh.BavColleqF 
Syl Cheney-Coker, the celebrated Sierra Leonean poet, is also working on a novel. 

ALEX '.I 'E'l'l'El-1 T.AR'rEY 

Now all these people you 've mentioned, these young writers, are they in Sierra Leone or 
are they abroad? 

KWAME FITZJOHN 

Quite a number of them, the majority, are abroad - I must say in self-exile unfortunately. 
This happened during the last government you know. Now there is what is called the 
'New Order ' in Sierra Leone. These writers left during the ' Old Order' . One or two of 
them have care back during the New Order and looked and gone back again - maybe they're 
rraking up their minds you know. It's too early yet to say what is going to happen during 
this probably transition period. 

Apart fran the difficulties of finance and getting publishing houses and so on, · ao you 
think there is anything wrong with the writers themselves? 

KWAME ?ITZJOHN 

Well, I wouldn't say so as such. I think there is sanething wrong with the society. 
There are so many budding writers right now in Sierra Leone. Of course the governrrent 
has a lot to do in terms of directing the cultural affairs of the nation, you see. 
It has to stimulate, it has to give it funds and it has to provide an envirorim:nt where 
the artist can create. We need patrons to cane up, you know, and sp:msor writers for 
their training. Right now, rrost of these writers are amateurs ; they cannot make a 
living our of their writing. Sympositnn and seminars, forums and book festivals are 
arranged fran time to time by SLAW.I - the Sierra Leone Association of Writers and 
Illustrators of which I was Vice-President fro a year - but over and above this we have 
to improve the indigenous languages of the country. These things should be arranged by 
the ma:ior carpanies like BWIRI ( nhon, ) t-.he oil and tahacco canpaRy (tj}ey do these thinas fran 
ti.rre to time but we should have rrore of these things) . Rich patrons should cane up and 
sponsor the writers . The governrrent should look into the issue of trying to set up a 
school of jo"'-rrnalism, a school of fine arts, you know. These are burning problems in 
the society right now and I think we ought to take a serious look at them. 

Kwame you yourself are in Arrerica at the m:::rnent. Why did you leave Sierra Leone? 

KWAME FITZJOHN 

Well I haven ' t left Sierra J.eone, I would say. It just happens that Arrerica is my base 
right rKM. And I'm in America this time because I've qone there to ... I'm in search 
of technology, capital and skills . 
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ALEX 'l'Ea'l'EH-LARTEY 

What so far has been the i.rrlpact of your stay in America? 

KWAME FITZJOHN 

What I could say is that since I went to America I 've suffered fran a kind of culture 
shock. My writing has not been as prolific since I went to the States as when I was in 
Sierra T..eone. Probably it's takinq sare time to seep in, as you might say. I've written 
for that whole year I was there a single poeM, which encanpasses the entire society I 
would say. 

ALEX 'l'El'l'EH-LARTEY 

Well you have a poem here to read to us. What is it called? 

POEM - 'This is America' read by author Kwarre Fitzjohn 

ALEX 'l'El'l'EH-I.AR'1'EY 

Kwam:! 'Kurrale' Fitz john, thank you very much indeed. And that's all fran 'Arts and 
Africa' for this week. So fran me Alex Tetteh-Iartey until the same time next '.week 
it's goodbye . 


